This document is aimed at those in the P & SM profession who wish to be involved in the buying of digital media.
Introduction

The CIPS’ practice documents are written as a statement in time. They are a collection of views on good practice within a particular subject area and are intended to provide direction on good practice with some guidance for context and interest. The reader is encouraged to use the CIPS practice documents for their own purposes, such as writing policy statements, guidance or procedures. This particular practice statement has been written primarily for the benefit of full-time purchasing and supply management professionals, but can be used by anyone associated with, or interested in, purchasing and supply management (P&SM).

This document is about Digital Media

Definition

Digital media can be defined in a number of ways. CIPS defines digital media as all forms of media (e.g. text, image, video, etc.) that can be accessed over the internet and computer networks. This includes those available from mobile platforms.

This document is aimed at those in the P&SM profession who wish to be involved in the buying of digital media. It is a rapidly developing area which is swiftly becoming the largest proportion of many marketing budgets.

Background

Digital media is a very new field in marketing buying. Only in the last ten years have the Internet and the personal computer taken off as a viable marketing medium. Particularly recently, with increasing internet speeds and far greater numbers of households using broadband connections, digital media has become an exciting platform not only for web content but also for video, social and viral content.

Explanation

There are generally regarded to be three forms of digital advertising¹. These are:

- **Paid media** - the purchase of specific space or time (e.g. an advertising space on another’s website)
- **Owned media** – anything both created and populated by the buying organisation (e.g. an organisations own website)
- **Earned media** – discussion in public outlets (e.g. viral marketing campaigns)

It is important that P&SM professionals remember that all areas of marketing (both digital and non-digital) do not exist in isolation, and can affect each other. For example, an advertisement on a website may be clicked on more times because a successful TV campaign has already raised awareness of the product or service being advertised. CIPS believes that P&SM professionals

¹ [http://www.journalism.org/analysis_report/buying_digital_advertising_brief_overview](http://www.journalism.org/analysis_report/buying_digital_advertising_brief_overview)
professionals should always consider digital marketing holistically as well as individually.

Issues Affecting P&SM in Digital Media

Unlike off-line media, the progress of a digital campaign can be measured throughout its duration so checking campaign performance as it unfolds site by site, placement by placement, is key to getting the best results. The agency should have a frequent reporting structure in place, meeting the client on a weekly basis at least to discuss the potential improvements that can be made.

Given the accountability of digital, CIPS believes that it is important the performance of the placement is judged by metrics that are most closely allied to a client's final business metrics. By way of illustration, a travel company that provides holiday should have its campaign evaluated on the volume and value of the sales that its activity drives, not just against a cost per acquisition target.

CIPS advocates the proper review of all campaigns once finished, thereby ensuring that active campaign management was applied throughout the duration of the campaign. Look for active amendment of site and placement bookings that then led to improvement in performance metrics. In addition, evidence should be given that the campaign has been fully reconciled, that delivery was as per final schedule, and any funds not reconciled are reimbursed to the client.

CIPS believes that P&SM professionals should find out if the agency has dedicated in house resource to deal with the different specialist areas that are found in digital. Amongst others, capability in paid and natural search, copy writing, research, affiliates, trading, mobile and social media should be visible (brief dependent). If the client has decided to go for separate digital agencies to carry out these disciplines, there should be evidence of integration between agencies, to ensure that the client understands the cross media effect on efficiency between the different channels.

Some clients have separate agencies for on and off-line media. There should be clear examples of integration, with both agencies trying to understand what the halo effect of the off line media was on the digital efficiency. The client should request the agencies provide effective and manageable plans of the communication channels between themselves and the client. This helps the parties to manage digital activity where multiple agencies are involved.

For the most part, digital media owners allow complete flexibility in terms of the ability to amend buys and also cancel them at short notice. CIPS suggests that it is important that this flexibility is fully understood by the client, and that it can be used to their advantage by the agency. Annual roll on agreements should be avoided where possible and it is advisable, where a client is implementing digital activity for the first time or where a new digital activity is planned, for procurement to consider approaching this on a trial basis initially to further enhance client flexibility.

CIPS believes that it is important for procurement to determine upfront the costs (normally £ per day) of any external resource that may be needed to work on the digital activity. This is
cost for resource over and above what may be agreed in a SLA. Digital media can be a complex and time-consuming medium in which to work and it is best to know resource rates in advance in the advent of unplanned or unscheduled additions required on the activity.

Furthermore, where an account team is provided to a client to manage the digital activity by a third party the account team structure and the grade of individuals should be reviewed by the P&SM professional. The appropriate mix of senior (for strategy, account management) and mid to lower grade (for day to day activity input) resource should be sought and “top heavy” account teams should be avoided.

Risk

Risk varies greatly between digital media advertising methods. Being an entire medium, digital media offers the low risk, moderate return methods (such as cost per sale) upwards to the high risk, high return methods of viral marketing. One of the major benefits of digital media is that high risk and high return methods do not necessarily incur large costs, and indeed viral marketing can often work better on a low budget.

Conclusion

P&SM professionals involved in the buying of digital media should continue to use the skills they would in any other area of purchasing. However, it is important to recognise the vital differences of buying digital media, especially the many new and varied ways of capturing data.